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Abstract. In this paper we investigate holomorphically projective mappings of general-
ized Kählerian spaces. In the case of equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings of
generalized Kählerian spaces we obtain five invariant geometric objects for these mappings.
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1. Introduction
A generalized Riemannian space GRN in the sense of Eisenhart’s definition [1] is
a differentiable N -dimensional manifold, equipped with a nonsymmetric basic tensor
gij . Connection coefficients of this space are generalized Cristoffel’s symbols of the
second kind. Generally, Γijk 6= Γikj .
In a generalized Riemannian space one can define four kinds of covariant deriva-
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In the case of the space GRN we have five independent curvature tensors [6] (in
[6] R
5



































mj,n − Γijn,m − Γinj,m + ΓpjmΓipn + ΓpmjΓinp
−ΓpjnΓimp − ΓpnjΓipm).
Kählerian spaces and their mappings were investigated by many authors, for ex-
ample K. Yano [11], [12], M. Prvanović [9], N. S. Sinyukov [10], J. Mikeš [2] and many
others.
In [7] we defined a generalized Kählerian space GKN as a generalized N -
dimensional Riemannian space with a (nonsymmetric) metric tensor gij and an
almost complex structure F ij (x) such that
F hp (x)F
p





j = gij , g





j = 0 (θ = 1, 2),(1.3)
where |
θ
denotes the covariant derivative of the kind θ with respect to the metric
tensor gij , and ij denotes the symmetrization over i, j.
Generalizing the concept of an analytic planar curve in a Kählerian space [8], [10]
we obtained in [7] an analogous notion for a generalized Kählerian space.
A curve
(1.4) l : xh = xh(t) (h = 1, 2, . . . , N)





pλq = a(t)λh + b(t)F hp λ
p
is satisfied, where λh = dxh/dt and a(t), b(t) are functions of the parameter t.
Let us consider two N -dimensional generalized Kählerian spaces GKN and GKN
with almost complex structures F hi and F
h
i , respectively. We introduce a common
702
by the mapping f coordinate system, i.e. if M ∈ GKN , M = f(M) ∈ GKN and
at the local carte (UM , ϕ) we have ϕ(M) = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN then at the local
carte (U M , ϕ = ϕ ◦ f−1) we have
ϕ(M) = (ϕ ◦ f−1)(M) = ϕ(M) = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ).
We suppose that
(1.6) F hi = F
h
i
in the common by the mapping f : GKN → GKN coordinate system.
Diffeomorfism f : GKN → GKN is holomorphically projective or analytic planar
[7] if it maps analytic planar curves of the space GKN into analytic planar curves of
the space GKN . In this case, Cristoffel’s symbols of the second kind of these spaces
satisfy the relations [7]









where (ij) denotes a symmetrization without division by indices i, j and ξhij is an
anti-symmetric tensor. In (1.7) the vector σi can be selected such that σi = −ψpF pi .
Then we have




j) − ψpF p(iF hj) + ξhij .
2. Equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings











In this case the mapping f is called an equitorsion holomorphically projective mapping
of the spaces GKN and GKN . Then (1.7) implies
(2.2) ξhij = 0.
2.1. Holomorphically projective parameters of the first kind.




of the spaces GKN and GKN , respec-





















where P hij = Γ
h





















pm − F imψ
1































j − ψiψj + ψpF pi ψqF qj .















































































































































By composition with F jpF
m
q , contraction with respect to j, m, and using the











































From (2.8) and (2.11) we have
(N − 2)F pj F qmψ
1
















































































































































Eliminating ψi by using the condition
(2.15) Γppj − Γppj = (N + 2)ψj
we reduce the equation (2.14) to the form






































































In the same manner the geometric objects P
1
jm of the space GKN is defined. Elim-
inating ψ
1














































































jmn is not a tensor, and we call it the equitorsion holomorphically projective
parameter of the first kind of the space GKN . From the facts given above, we have
Theorem 2.1. The equitorsion holomorphically projective parameter (2.19) is an
invariant of equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings f : GKN → GKN .
2.2. Holomorphically projective parameters of the second kind.





















np − P pnjP imp + 2Γpnm
∨
P ipj





















pm − F imψ
2

































j − ψiψj + ψpF pi ψqF qj .
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By composition with F jpF
m
q , contracting with respect to indices j, m, and using













































From (2.24′) and (2.27) we get
(N − 2)F pj F qmψ
2









































































































− 2N − 2







































Eliminating ψi by condition (2.15) we reduce the last equation to the form
















































































































































jmn is not a tensor, and we call it the equitorsion holomor-
phically projective parameter of the second kind of the space GKN . From the facts
given above, we have
Theorem 2.2. The equitorsion holomorphically projective parameter of the sec-
ond kind is an invariant of equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings of the
spaces GKN and GKN .
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2.3. Holomorphically projective parameters of the third kind.





















































pm − F imψ
2





























j − ψiψj + ψpF pi ψqF qj , (θ = 1, 2).






























pm − F imψ
1





















































































































































By composition with F jpF
m
q , contraction with respect to j, m, and using the




















































































and (2.41) and (2.44) imply
(N − 2)F pj F qmψ
1

















































































































































Eliminating ψi from the last equation we have











































































































































































jmn is not a tensor and we call it the equitorsion holomor-
phically projective parameter of the third kind of the space GKN . By virtue of the
facts given above we have the following result:
Theorem 2.3. The equitorsion holomorphically projective parameter of the third
kind is an invariant of equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings of generalized
Kählerian spaces.























































pm − F imψ
2































































































































jmn is not a tensor either, and we call it the equitorsion
projective parameter of the fourth kind of the space GKN . In this case we have
Theorem 2.4. The equitorsion holomorphically projective parameter of the
fourth kind is an invariant of equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings of
generalized Kählerian spaces GKN and GKN .
2.5. Holomorphically projective tensor.




of the spaces GKN and GKN the






















































pm − F imψ
12
















m + ψj |
2
m)− ψjψm + ψpF pj ψqF qm.









jm − F pj F qmψ
12
(pq).
Using anti-symmetrization without division in (2.59) with respect to j, m we get














(jm) − 2F pj F qmψ
12
(pq).
By composition with F jpF
m



















































From (2.61) and (2.64) we obtain







Substituting (2.65) in (2.64) we have







From (2.61) and (2.66) one gets







































pm − F imR
5




pm − F pmR
5
pn)].
Contrary to the previous cases the magnitude HPW
5
i
jmn is a tensor and we call it
the equitorsion holomorphically projective tensor of the space GKN .
Based on the facts given above, we have the
Theorem 2.5. The equitorsion holomorphically projective tensor is an invariant
of equitorsion holomorphically projective mappings of generalized Kählerian spaces.
2.6. The case of Kählerian spaces.




jmn, (θ = 1, . . . , 5), given by (2.19, 34, 51, 55, 69) reduce to the
holomorphically projective curvature tensor [10]
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